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Educational Opportunity Gap Oversight and Accountability Committee 
(EOGOAC) Joint Meeting with the State Board of Education 
July 11, 2018 

8:45 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. 

Educational Service District 101, Spokane, WA 

Members in Attendance: Alex Ybarra, Commission on Hispanic Affairs 
Fiasili Savusa, Commission on Asian Pacific American Affairs 
Frieda Takamura, Commission on Asian Pacific American Affairs 
Jamila Thomas, alternate for Chris Reykdal 
Senator John McCoy, Senate 
Representative Lillian Ortiz-Self, House of Representatives 
Representative Sharon Tomiko Santos, House of Representatives 

SBE Members in Attendance: Autymn Wilde 
Chris Reykdal 
Connie Fletcher 
Dr. Alan Burke 
Harium Martin-Morris 
Holly Koon MEd, NBCT 
Jeff Estes 
Joseph Hofman 
Judy Jennings 
Kevin Laverty 
MJ Bolt 
Patty Wood 
Peter Maier 
Randy Spaulding 
Ricardo Sanchez 
Ryan Brault 

Staff and Public Attendees: Heather Rees, Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction 
Kaaren Heikes, State Board of Education 
Madeleine Thompson, Governor’s Office 
Maria Flores, Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction 
(Public attendees during joint meeting not recorded) 

Members Not in Attendance: Representative Bob McCaslin, House of Representatives 
Bill Kallappa, Governor’s Office of Indian Affairs 
Carrie Basas, Office of Education Ombuds 
Dr. James Smith, alternate for Dr. Wanda Billingsly 
Julie Kang, alternate for Frieda Takamura 
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Senator Lisa Wellman, Senate 
Mele Aho, alternate for Fiasili Savusa 
Nicole Sutton, alternate for Bill Kallappa 
Dr. Wanda Billingsly, Commission on African American Affairs 
Yordanos Gebreamlak, Office of Education Ombuds 

Minutes 

Agenda item: Joint SBE-EOGOAC Meeting 

Facilitators: Maria Flores, Director, Title II, Part A and Special Programs, OSPI and Noreen Light, 
Contractor for SBE 

Discussion: 

 Welcome message from Cheney School District

 Introductions given from State Board of Education (SBE) and EOGOAC.

Please share on what you heard and learned at the join forum last night and how it affects 
our work together: 

 Parents of children with disabilities expressed the need to focus on the needs of those
students.

 Teacher preparation programs are not necessarily addressing the changing
demographics and needs of students.

 What are we going to do to attract and retain teachers who are representative of the
students we have? Need to use Grow Your Own strategies to identify students at a
young age and support them early.

 How is the state board having the conversations about representing students of color?
How is our work really going to address the opportunity gap?

 If we can’t talk about it and are afraid, we can’t address racial equity. We need to have
conversations where we can feel it.

 Have siloed K-12 and college educational systems.

 The issue of the opportunity gap has come up at all three community forums.

 Wasn’t always directly addressed in the short time. People didn’t have the trust to share
openly.

 Access without support isn’t opportunity.

 Feel frustration. We have to be real about talking about race. As long as we are being
polite and not naming race, we use all these words to cover it. Let’s talk about race. It’s
central to our job. It is without question the single civil rights issue that our country
needs to grapple with.
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 Words like “inclusion” and “individualized needs”. What does that really mean? Not just
IEP and 502. What does it mean when we have discipline disparity in our schools? That
conversation was not happening in my group. People want inclusion but don’t
understand what students of color are going through in our school system. We have
paraeducators teaching our EL students and we wouldn’t let them teach algebra or
calculus. How are we holding our system accountable for change?

 We need the board to dive in with us to hold our systems accountable. What are you
doing with us?

 These comments didn’t come out in whole group reports. Make sure staff get it from
the notes.

 During national training with the Kellogg Foundation quad caucuses of 40 legislators of
color from around the country went through an exercise on recognizing that we all have
biases. We had to identify, internalize and verbalize our issues on the first day. We had
trouble talking about it ourselves and had to break down to where we felt safe and
comfortable. Now that we feel safe with one another, we come right out and say it. We
are just starting to work together and don’t have that feeling of trust. Until we get to
that point we are going to have trouble working together.

 Who’s at the table and who is in the room? It was the special education community, so
that’s what we heard. Need community and family engagement for all parts to be at the
table to help shape the discussion and policy.

 As a whole I felt marginalized and invisible. I talked with other people of color who felt
lost at the meeting. We need to name it and talk about it. I realized how much work we
have to do.

 I heard implicit bias come up and how we need to talk about it. We need to challenge
ourselves. Regarding the achievement index, how are we valuing the whole child? What
are we valuing in the system?

 Honor culture but not tokenizing.

 What would this look like if we had all people of color in this room? Challenge to SBE:
How do you have these forums and bring people of color in? Be intentional about
having forums that look like the community.

 Have had successful forums that are well represented. In Everett conversations were
about transitions; in Yakima there were more people of color. We need to be more
intentional and make them feel welcome.

 We need help bringing people to the table.

 Should be reaching out through ethnic commissions; hosting in places where the people
are.

Let’s talk about the respective statutory responsibilities of EOGOAC and SBE. 

 How are 24 credits getting us there?

 Initial thinking was this is how to ensure that our students are coming out equipped.
What should academic outcomes look like to make the high school diploma more
meaningful?

Did you hear conversation about race in your small groups? What did you see and hear? 
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 Only a third of the workforce needs a 4 year education beyond high school. We’re 
shoving STEM down their throats. Find out what skills practitioners need to enact that 
work. 

 SBE has the authority to set graduation requirements. 

 “Nothing for us without us” Were students and teachers asked about this? We were not 
asked about this. The research is good and pushing kids to reach their full potential is 
great, but we cannot implement policy worth assessing the consequences for students. 

 Need to find a way to amplify the voice of students who do know that race is an issue. 
There is not a one size fits all solution. Make it a norm to ask students, not just parents. 
Have we had a community forum that is all students?  

 Universities require 16 credits to be considered for admission to UW. Higher education 
is not concerned with quantity but quality. 3.75 is the average GPA being admitted. The 
quality of credits 24 credits takes away from the imperative that students can focus on 
the credits that matter most to them. If we were to vote on that now, I’m not sure what 
the majority would vote. We need to be proactive also with equity. Don’t shy away from 
race in the mission statement. We are moving along, but not as far as EOGOAC. That’s 
why this partnership is important. We hope that statistical predictability will go away. 

 My family and my community are not a barrier. I bring those to this process as an asset. 
If you don’t lift it up, you are creating barriers. Adults need to be reexamining 
assumptions. 

 Purpose of 24 credits meant to challenge our student; make them ready for college or 
career. What we were told by students and communities of color was that if we didn’t 
adopt 24 credits, their students would be left behind. 

 By 2021 adoption deadline, figure out ways for student to demonstrate readiness for 
college and career, based on assessment of what students would need to be successful. 

 Too many students are starting community college needing remediation to make up for 
what they weren’t learning in high school and being charged for that. With 6 credits a 
day, students were meeting requirements and then not going to school. Math level was 
not high enough for apprenticeships and internships.  

 
On the opportunity gap, why do we have it and how to we close it? How do we work 
together to address it? 

 There are unintended consequences to good policy. To address it, we have to be looking 
at everything we do. What are the unintended consequences for the students who 
aren’t making it? What barrier have we put in front of them? That’s the conversation we 
need to be having. 

 If a student fails one class, they are not on track to graduate. What is the remediation? 
Summer school and online classes, but not all students have access. We need support to 
reach those goals. The problem isn’t the goal, but the support. 

 Systems are designed from positions of privilege to serve those on top.  Try to find 
exceptions for those who have barriers, nuanced policy and flexibility. The answer isn’t 
no tests or standards, but how do we nuance that to allow students to find 
individualized pathways. These are derivatives of white privilege, because that’s what 
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our legislature looks like. We fundamentally don’t invest enough. We are a state 
obsessed with centralized pay and local control, but when we send out mass policies, 
80% gets white washed in the districts, because that is who is in power locally. We need 
the courage to break up local control. There are times when it is not working. We need 
to change some things that are so fundamentally important to us that we cannot let it 
be up to local control. We need to find a better balance between policy, money and 
demand for change.  

 Two pronged: dismantling the system of racist policies and creation of equitable 
policies.  

 If we are going to make sustainable change, we have to enable people to know where 
the places are that need change. What we are measuring and how? We are not looking 
at the right things. Got rid of out of school suspension; what happens to in-school 
suspensions? The problem is probably still there, but we are not collecting the data to 
address it. The data needs to be helpful, usable and actionable.  

 Currently use an archaic system created in the 19th century for an agricultural system, 
not factories. What we really need to do to change our system to fit the tech and 
information age, is examine and have long term discussions. We think it’s too big and 
too complicated. 

 When talking about n-size, it’s so hard to get good data. If communities don’t have 
access to data they can use, we continue to perpetuate racism. There’s no 
accountability. Data is key. How can we get good data that tells the story? 

 We can talk about changing the system, but until the table looks like the people in the 
community, we end up with the same results. We need engagement from those who 
represent our students from top to bottom. 

 We need a full day to talk and more frequently, challenging our thinking. We need to be 
talking about the 20% who it’s not working for. We don’t have a shared north star. We 
need to get courageous; to talk about what we want for our students, to come up with 
shared vision and to drive change. 

 We are working on our strategic plan and don’t want to lose momentum. What next 
step would you have us take? 

o Making sure that your language sees our students through the lens of assets and 
not just barriers. Our communities of color bring assets.  

 We are working on updating our language. 
o Board development: every member embraces racial equity as your responsibility; 

engage and commit to strategic multiyear process of understanding race and 
internal bias. Evidence shows how racial bias not only affects the minorities but 
also the brains of those who practice it. We have a responsibility to stop being 
complicit in traumatizing our kids  

o Ask who is in the room making decisions about those who are affected by 
decisions. We have a good opportunity to work together to have major impact. 
These are the people who are calling the shots. Needs to be authentic not just 
checking the box. 

o Find a balance between local control and what has to be done to address issues. 
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 Parents don’t care about what happens in this room. They are so disconnected. We 
didn’t feel that we have any power in the partnership. My voice matters. We bring 
voices of the community. How do we do this in a way that brings humanity back to 
education? How do we do this together? So many young kids out there who can move 
mountains if we have a system that sets them up right. 

 
 
 

EOGOAC Meeting 
 
Agenda item: Debrief Joint Meeting 

 
Facilitator: Maria Flores, Director Title II Part A and Special Program, OSPI 
 
Discussion: 

 Thank you to Maria for facilitation. 

 Everyone rose to the occasion. 

 Thank you to Sili. 

 We need to have more meetings, but not at the sacrifice of our meetings. 

 I’m frustrated at the disrespect our committee experienced last night. Not sure I have 
interest in continuing this farce. There is a lack of recognition of the work we are trying 
to do to get the whole child responded to. The challenges our children face, we felt 
today. They dismissed our agenda. The SBE is not a committee that stands above this 
committee. 

 If we don’t stand in front of them, it will continue. We need to be there to exert our 
position for the kids. 

 It would be another full time job. We don’t have the time to do that, to be in charge of 
having regular racial conversations with them. We as a group don’t need to take that on. 
We need to stay in their faces. 

 Yes to all of that. I’m not going to let someone’s negative behavior keep us from doing 
our job. Shift our focus to our statutory duty. How do we have an impact? Force the 
discussion and partnership or just do our job? Disengaging would be a mistake. There 
are great people. How about we try to influence those who need love? 

 It’s on the August agenda to talk about what we could review, where we overlap to 
identify things we are to be consulted on. 

 This is where the rubber hits the road. We need to start to change something, have 
accountability measures. Need to look at the work we do and how your policy affects 
those programs and what we can do to improve. 

 Listening to our recommendations would be a step in the right direction. 

 Need to understand how things came to be the way they are. The reason the SBE has a 
role: the past superintendent had a different board then. Some of the discussion last 
night was hijacked or coopted. Some things raised were not reported out in my group. 
The system and white people need to stop making excuses. 
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 We need stay with these folks. We understand and aren’t afraid of dealing with race. 
The issue of diversifying the state board needs to happen. Where are the diverse voices? 
We are used as a review board; the “oversight” part of the committee. 

 We get so much “This is where we need your help”. Work on your board. Do it yourself. 
Diversify. That’s the message we are going to hold them accountable to. Meet the needs 
of our kids. We were not formed to provide community members to each group in the 
state.  

 Members saying “Oh we heard from communities of color”. They have selective hearing. 
They have no clue. They are only listening to one segment. They don’t want the whole 
spectrum. They talked to privileged folks and have not reached out to communities of 
color. It’s not our job but if we don’t provide them with the authentic relationships with 
communities of color who will influence the board. 

 Randy didn’t create space for people of color. We need to help him see the picture. Pay 
attention to what is being said. We don’t speak the same language, don’t have the same 
process. Randy comes to our meetings; what is he hearing? 

 When we are unpacking white privilege, an example is when we ask the question “What 
are the barriers?” the answer is “poverty.” 

 There will be a staff meeting to debrief. We should have had a co-chair meeting 
beforehand. We were trying to get all co-facilitators there early and that didn’t happen. 

 Should we ask for future meeting?  

 August policy activity: want to know what is in strategic meeting; leave it open. 
 

 
 
Agenda item: Presentation and Conversation with National Teacher of the Year Mandy Manning 
 
Discussion: 

 Thank you to the committee for your work 

 Maybe I should be talking to SBE, they need to hear it more!  

 Topic: What I have been experiencing traveling throughout the state and now the 
nation. 

 The Newcomer Center is housed in Ferris High School and serves refugee students. It is 
housed there because it was a separate location and it needed to be in a comprehensive 
high school. Ferris was chosen purely for data reasons. The program can have a negative 
impact on data because students don’t do testing the first year, so that has a negative 
impact on participation rate. Ferris is very welcoming, provides mainstream students 
and provides exposure for other students to the refugee students. 

 Issue of access: most don’t live in the neighborhood and have to travel across the city. 

 North Center is in dead center of the city and would be more equal in distance. 

 Students receive free city bus pass. 

 Touches on issues of school choice. 

 Choice for whom? 

 Segregation is higher now than even during civil rights era.  
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 Ferris can handle the data risks and impact. No one else would tell you that and I am 
telling you that. 

 Newcomer Center is amazing. It can make me have blinders. I don’t always see what is 
happening outside and then I find out. I get to build community and help them become 
citizens of the United States. 

 Usually have 15-25 students. In recent years the number has dramatically decreased. 

 Drop is because of current administration’s policies. Down to 4 this spring. It is direct 
result of policies coming out of the Trump administration. We are on track to receive 
20k refugees, lowest since 80s when we started officially receiving refugees. There is a 
fear of zero tolerance; fear to come to school. 

 There is a World Relief hub of resettlement here in Spokane. 

 EOGOAC: N-size is 10 but the system always wants to find a way to not report that. 
o Fewer than 10 of a group at Newcomer but have over 100 ELL students at Ferris. 

 Students come from different African countries; used to have many Iraqis.  

 The travel ban will create big shift. 

 At first, students spend all day with me for a semester. Very safe learning environment 
and appropriate learning level. Students get a foundation and confidence and then are 
more willing to participate when they leave. Then they go into mainstream ELL. They are 
still sheltered as they continue. Then have fewer and fewer ELL classes. Almost all go on 
to post-secondary education. 

 EOGOAC: Does the environment at Ferris help facilitate this process? Would you be able 
to maintain level of success at another school? 

o Depends on how supportive the ELL program is at the school and on the 
administration. 

o Can divide or create community.  

 At Ferris there are high expectations of all students. Schools that are majority minorities 
and students in poverty, the expectations are lower. Kids who are not successful at 
another school with high numbers of students of color, are told here, “You are at Ferris, 
so you are going to succeed”. 

 EOGOAC: What is the involvement of families and communities? 
o Most interaction at Rogers, created clubs: MESA, cultural night. 
o There is mariachi and folk dancing in Pasco and lots of family involvement. 
o It is difficult to have refugee families and low income families attend. 
o Family nights and back-to-school nights are often all held on the same night and 

we don’t have enough interpreters. I started doing home visits. Usually share 
food, sit together. It starts the partnership. 

o I tell them: “I love your kids. We work together. This is how we do it in the US”. 
Sustaining that relationship is hard, not everyone is willing to do that. 

 I haven’t done training with other teachers on how to do this. 

 We are trying to do culturally responsive training in the district. 

 I became a teacher through an alternative route. Have a degree in film making. Got 
teaching position in Texas after Peace Corps, then was a paraeducator. The Peace Corps 
for most people was about resumes. It wasn’t about Americans going to do what the 
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country asks for. Really about cultural exchange. That was my first exposure to teaching 
as a learner. 

 Took one year of classes to get certification. 

 Not a big fan of teacher preparation programs. I refuse to get an education degree. 

 You learn how to be a teacher by teaching, not in the classroom. A degree in 
communication is more valuable and helped me throughout my career.  

 Current programs have diminished the professionalism. You teach because you can’t do 
anything else. 

 Teaching is about building relationships, not about control. We need people interested 
in knowing other people and adapting to the kids. I encourage apprenticeship where 
you are recruited based on what people see in you. 

 Ed programs focus on curriculum and lesson planning, not “Here are students; adapt 
curriculum to them.” 

 We need to work on eliminating socio-economic assumption about families, that if you 
don’t have money, you don’t love your kids. How can we help you be involved in a way 
that allows you to still work your three jobs? 

 Asking you to read to your kids is not about reading and kindergarten readiness, but 
about spending time with your kids. 

 Culture competency: WEA classroom management course starts with self-reflection and 
knowing yourself first. It is a good training. 

 When visiting White Swan on Yakima reservation, I had never seen that level of poverty 
outside of Armenia. We are all complicit in allowing that to exist. The school is nicest 
place in the whole town. 

 Most don’t know the number of native students we are serving. 

 Cultural competency for some people is a checkbox. 

 People want to teach in an environment that looks like them. 

 We are asking teachers of color to come in and teach alone and within a system that is 
not made for them. 

 EOGOAC: Thank you for giving us hope. Would be good if you could talk to the board 
before their strategic planning. They have to tear their own walls down. 

 We need to track students better. Who is staying in college? 

 Rigidity based on neighborhood: 
o Recess time in premier elementary school: 60 min  
o Lower income school had almost 0, because they were counting PE 
o Communicating very clearly “You don’t have autonomy over your own time. We 

don’t trust you.” 
o You need to learn to obey, do what people tell you to do 
o School board said “That’s not our policy” 

 EOGOAC: Did a study of ACES based on school but it didn’t give the breakdown we 
wanted. 

 Strict standardization does not serve students. Have to have flexibility. 

 Need to trust and respect each other more and see potential in every kid. 
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 My hope in the hopelessness is now that we know and see the disrespect and racism 
that has always been there and that people have been telling us about, that we haven’t 
wanted to see. 

 
 
 
Meeting was adjourned at 1 p.m. 
 
Minutes Taken By: Heather Rees 




